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To Christina, herself,
who said “I love the storm and fear the calm.”
A B S T R A C T
Contemporary playwrights, Ruth Wolff and Pam Gems, create portrayals 
of Queen Christina of Sweden in Wolff’s The Abdication and Gem’s Queen 
Christina, both of which can be perceived to contain the issues of culturally- 
encoded gender and sexual roles.
To compare and contrast the influence of these culturally-encoded 
gender and sexual roles within these plays, I have applied Adrienne Rich’s 
theory of “compulsory heterosexuality," which serves as a critical tool to clarify 
the similarities and differences of these issues within the selected dramatic 
texts. According to Rich, “compulsory heterosexuality” refers to the ideas that 
male-female coupling is the preferred choice of relationships, that this coupling 
is glorified by the culture, and that these heterosexual expectations are 
encouraged from birth.
Chapter One includes my thesis statement, an explanation of Rich’s 
theory of compulsory heterosexuality, a brief history of Christina of Sweden, and 
a synopsis of each play. The socialization, or the process of adapting one’s life 
to social needs, of each Christina character is analyzed in Chapter Two. The 
characters who act as enforcers of “compulsory heterosexuality” upon Christina 
are examined in Chapter Three. Chapter Four goes on to examine how the two 
characters of Christina challenge “compulsory heterosexuality” and fight against
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it. Chapter Five functions as a conclusion which summarizes the similarities 
and differences of “compulsory heterosexuality” at work in both plays.
Through the use of Rich’s theory, I have uncovered the struggles that the 
characters of Christina undergo with “compulsory heterosexuality” in both 
different and similar fashions in these texts. The Christina characters in each 
play are pressured and struggle in similar manners with the issues of 
“compulsory heterosexuality” in each play, yet each of their dramatic lives 





Christina, the seventeenth-century Queen of Sweden, has intrigued 
many people from her birth up to the present day. Among those fascinated by 
her life are contemporary playwrights Ruth Wolff and Pam Gems, each of whom 
has written a play based on Christina’s life, respectively The Abdication and 
Queen Christina. This thesis will explore culturally-encoded gender and sexual 
roles which can be analyzed in these selected dramatic texts.
To examine these culturally-encoded gender and sexual roles I will apply 
Adrienne Rich's theory of compulsory heterosexuality. Ultimately, this study 
ventures to explore compulsory heterosexuality via the character of Christina in 
each dramatic text. It can be deduced that while the Christina characters in 
each play are pressured and struggle in similar fashions with the issues of 
compulsory heterosexuality, each of their dramatic lives evidences a different 
result.
The Theory of Compulsory Heterosexuality 
Compulsory heterosexuality is a theory which originates with Adrienne 
Rich in her famed feminist essay, “Compulsory Heterosexuality and the Lesbian 
Existence.” At the basis of Rich’s theory is the premise that “Heterosexuality has
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been both forcibly and subliminally imposed on women” (Rich 28). Rich 
explains the theory of compulsory heterosexuality as referring to “the constraints 
and sanctions which, historically, have enforced and insured the coupling of 
women with men” (8).
Critic Christine Overall further theorizes on this concept by stating: “The 
heterosexual institution by definition involves both men and women” (3).
Overall goes on to say:
But, given the constraints imposed by patriarchal society, in which 
oppression for the fact of being female is often both accepted and 
promoted, it cannot be expected that the heterosexual institution 
will say and do the same things to women as it does to men, or 
that it will be experienced in the same way by women and by men. 
(Overall 3)
Overall views compulsory heterosexuality as affecting both men and women. 
However, Overall points out that the effect of heterosexuality’s pressures on 
men may be different than heterosexuality’s pressures on women The intense 
pressure of heterosexuality specifically on women is shown in the Christina 
character in Wolff’s The Abdication and Gems’s Que.en.Ch..risti03- For the 
purposes of this study, compulsory heterosexuality will be examined for its 
effects on women, and upon the character of Christina in particular.
Rich’s theory states that heterosexuality has been made compulsory by 
“the covert socializations and the overt forces which have channeled women 
into marriage and heterosexual romance” (9). This socialization of 
heterosexuality begins quite early in life; Rich claims “The ideology of
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heterosexual romance, [is] beamed at [young women] from childhood . . . ”
(Rich 19).
In addition to the “covert socializations” of which Rich writes, I will also 
examine the “overt forces which have channeled women into marriage and 
heterosexual romance . . (Rich 9). Rich concurs with Kathleen Gough’s 
thoughts on male power, as both theorists believe that compulsory 
heterosexuality is enforced by what Gough sets up as a list of characteristics “of 
male power in archaic and contemporary societies .. .” (Rich 11). Both Rich and 
Gough believe these characteristics include: forcing male sexuality on females 
by means of rape; idealization of heterosexual romance, or arranged marriages; 
exploiting women’s ability to reproduce since marriage and motherhood are 
unpaid institutions; confining women physically with “feminine” dress codes; 
and using females as objects in male transactions by arranging marriages or 
requiring females to dress to sexually titillate the male. Rich concludes that 
each way of enforcing compulsory heterosexuality, whether large or small, 
helps to create an atmosphere which channels women toward heterosexuality.
The difference between heterosexuality and compulsory heterosexuality 
is choice; Jill Dolan explains “Because heterosexuality -- the pattern of linking 
oppositional gender classes into sexual partnership -  is naturalized by 
dominant ideology, it is not seen as a material choice, and is therefore 
compulsory" (63). Dolan assists Rich by stating that compulsory heterosexuality 
is void of choice and full of assumptions, as Rich states “heterosexuality is 
presumed a ‘sexual preference’ of ‘most women’ either implicitly or explicitly”
(5). Rich and Dolan clearly agree that what heterosexuality lacks is choice, and 
that this lack of choice is crucial because, as Rich states “in the absence of
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choice, women will remain dependent upon the chance or luck of particular 
relationships and will have no collective power to determine the meaning and 
place of sexuality in their lives” (Rich 37). Rich, Dolan, and Overall agree that 
the absence of choice makes the dominant choice of heterosexuality appear as 
the only venue.
One problem with the lack of choice in compulsory heterosexuality is that 
the acceptance of lesbian relationships is almost impossible. The characters of 
Christina in Wolff’s and Gems’s plays experience the lack of acceptance of their 
lesbian relationships. Rich terms this exclusionary phenomenon as, “The bias 
of compulsory heterosexuality, through which lesbian experience is perceived 
on a scale ranging from deviant to abhorrent, or simply rendered invisible . . .” 
(Rich 4). In this sense, compulsory heterosexuality involves not only making 
heterosexuality compulsory, but also making the denial of lesbian relationships 
compulsory. The lesbian experience, ignored by compulsory heterosexuality, is 
a broad one. Rich proposes her idea of a lesbian experience with her thoughts 
on the lesbian continuum:
I mean the term lesbian continuum to include a range -  through 
each woman’s life and throughout history -  of woman-ider.'fied 
experience; not simply the fact that a woman has had or 
consciously desired genital sexual experience with another 
woman. If we expand it to embrace many more forms of primary 
intensity between and among women . . .  we begin to grasp 
breadths of female history and psychology which have lain out of 
reach as a consequence of limited, mostly, clinical, definitions of 
“lesbianism.” (23)
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All of these woman-identified experiences within the lesbian continuum have 
the potential to oppose compulsory heterosexuality.
To summarize compulsory heterosexuality into a finite definition is 
difficult because it is a phenomenon that is encountered so many times within 
everyday life and not recognized as such. Diana L. Swanson attempts to 
condense Rich’s ideas of compulsory heterosexuality in the following:
Rich argues that sexual and social life for women has been 
institutionalized as heterosexual. She points out that while 
heterosexuality is presumed to be the innate, mature, inevitable 
orientation for women, enormous and often violent social, 
economic, and physiological forces, direct, encourage, and 
compel women into living heterosexual lives. (151)
Swanson’s summary, while accurate, lacks specific expectations of women 
within compulsory heterosexuality, such as the expectations of marriage and 
possible childbearing. For the purposes of this analysis, I will define 
compulsory heterosexuality as socializing and enforcing the ideals of 
heterosexuality on an individual which includes the expectations of 
heterosexual orientation, marriage, and childbearing. Rich’s theory is a 
valuable tool for exploration of culturally-encoded gender and sexual roles. I 
will use this theory and examine its forces at work within the selected dramatic 
texts in the following three chapters.
A Selected History of Christina of Sweden 
Queen Christina of Sweden, who lived from 1626 to 1689, led a 
sometimes controversial life in relation to the expected gender and sexual roles
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of her era. For example, she would dress as a man and not follow her society’s 
prescribed dictates of proper behavior for a queen. Controversy developed 
even over her first moments of life. Georgina Masson gives this historical 
account of Christina’s birth in December 1626:
As one might have expected, the birth was a difficult one, but when 
at last the midwives heard the lusty roar of the child, buoyed by the 
predictions of astrologers and their own wishful thinking, they 
believed her to be a boy; and so the King was told. They could be 
forgiven for their mistake, since Christina was born with a caul 
which enveloped her from her head to her knees, leaving only her 
face, arms and lower part of her legs free; moreover she was 
covered with hair. When the mistake was discovered no one had 
the courage to tell the King, until his sister, Catherine took 
Christina in her arms, and, as Christina herself delicately phrased 
it in her own biography: “This great Princess carried me in her 
arms to the King in a condition for him to see and to know and 
realize for himself what she dared not tell him.” (20-21)
From this moment on Christina, daughter of Gustavus Adolphus and Marie 
Eleonora, often shocked those surrounding her.
Christina officially came of age in 1644, and was crowned in 1650.
Before the coronation Christina secured the succession of Prince Charles 
Gustavus, her cousin; this act was looked on with suspicion because many 
officials feared that Christina would not marry as traditional monarchs had done 
in the past. This suspicion was fueled by Christina’s “declaration that she
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wished never to marry . . (Masson 120). Indeed, Queen Christina never did 
marry.
Masson claims “it was Christina’s antipathy to marriage that first pointed 
the way to abdication” (391). Christina abdicated in 1654, and Masson asserts 
that she had actually been planning her abdication for a while:
She gave three reasons for her abdication: that the abdication 
would be best for the country because a man was needed to rule 
and to lead the army in war, that it would also be best for Charles 
Gustavus, and that she herself longed for peace and calm. (150)
After Christina abdicated, she journeyed to Pome and was confirmed as 
a Catholic. This came as yet another shock to the world, since her father was 
extremely instrumental in indoctrinating the Swedish people with the Lutheran 
faith.
Finally Christina’s death is described here as similarly eventful:
“She died on April 19, 1689, debilitated by erysipelas (also known as St. 
Anthony’s fire), after falling into a fit of rage at a man who failed to carry out her 
request to kill a molester of one of the women under her protection” (Elwood 
349).
As controversial in death as she was in birth and in life, Christina has 
been the subject of many pieces of literature. Carl Herman Hjortsjo speaks of 
“The much debated question in literature regarding the Queen’s supposed 
intersexuality . . .” (3). In his medical and anthropological investigation in 19G5 
Hjortsjo goes on to debate the claim that Christina was a hermaphrodite. 
According to Hjortsjo among the evidence for this claim is “Queen Christina’s 
negative attitude to marriage and her profound disgust of the idea of child
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bearing . . (15). Hjortsio concludes that no physical or scientific evidence
exists to prove a diagnosis of intersexuality.
The intrigue surrounding Queen Christina of Sweden is conceivably 
what spurred Ruth Wolff to write her play, The Abdication, in 1969, and 
prompted Pam Gems to create her play, Queen Christina, in 1977.
Synopsis of 3 M . Abdication
The Abdication by American playwright, Ruth Wolff, was produced first in 
Bath, England in 1977, and later Wolff adapted the drama into a screenplay 
starring Liv Ullmann and Peter Finch. The Abdication takes place as Christina 
arrives in Rome to become a Catholic. Christina is to make confession to her 
appointed confessor, Cardinal Azzolino, before the Pope will accept her into the 
faith. Through the conversations between Azzolino and Christina, and in 
Christina’s flashbacks, much of her life is revealed to the audience and readers. 
Many times throughout the play, Christina’s flashbacks and memories transport 
the scene to her earlier life in Sweden. The technique of flashbacks allows the 
audience/readers to become involved in Christina’s thoughts and to empathize 
with her struggles. In these episodes Christina takes issue with the 
expectations of marriage and bearing an heir, as she struggles to find what she 
wants from life.
Ruth Wolff states “Christina is the most disturbed of the women I’ve 
written -- the most in conflict about being a woman . . .” (Wolff 341). The conflict 
which Wolff speaks of is embodied by the characters of Chris and Tina. Wolff 
describes Tina as how Christina “remembers herself at an earlier age, meek 
and docile, dressed in a gown the color of ivory, a pale waxen image” (1-17).
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Chris, according to Wolff, is “The more jaunty side of CHRISTINA, SHE, too, is 
dressed in ivory -- but as a dashing young man” (1-17). These two cha.acters 
often manifest the argument of whether or not Christina should follow society’s 
expectations. Tina prefers to follow the rules, while Chris views the 
expectations put on her as rubbish, such as Oxenstierna’s raising her as a boy 
then expecting her to marry her cousin and to provide an heir.
During her life in Sweden, Christina is involved in an intense and loving 
relationship with her dear friend, Ebba, but then Ebba marries Magnus (with 
whom Christina was also infatuated). Two people Christina cares about 
romantically are taken from her in this marriage of Ebba and Magnus.
In Christina’s flashbacks she also reveals that as the pressure to marry 
Charles and bear children increases, Christina decides to appoint Charles as 
heir to the throne, abdicate, and escape to Rome. It is here Christina meets 
Azzolino and during the confession, with intermittent flashbacks, Christina and 
Azzolino form a bond which grows into what could be termed “a love of equals” 
(Wolff I-46). Yet politics get in the way, as the Pope dies and Azzolino, who is 
next in line to become the Pope, cannot turn his back on the Church. Once 
again Christina loses a love to traditional expectations; however, she learns to 
form a relationship without the confines of compulsory heterosexuality.
Synopsis of Queen Christina
Queen Christina, written by British playwright Pam Gems, was first 
produced in October 1977, by the Royal Shakespeare Company. The play 
consists of thirteen brief, epic-style scenes beginning with Christina’s childhood 
and ending in the illness of her old age. Christina, the rambunctious young
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queen, is advised by Axel (Chancellor Axel Oxenstierna), and raised and 
educated by him to act as a male child; yet as she comes of age, Christina is 
expected to have more delicate, “feminine” manners and attitudes, including a 
willingness to marry and bear a child. These attitudes are, however, modeled 
by Christina’s friend and lover, Ebba, who marries Magnus. Christina loves 
Ebba but can neither marry her, nor follow her example of accepting a 
traditional relationship and marriage.
When Christina is pressured by her mother, Axel, and Chanut (a visiting 
ambassador) to fulfill the expectations of her royal duty and produce an heir, 
she appoints Karl her heir, and abdicates her throne. Christina sets on a 
journey of self-discovery: she travels to France where she meets with the Blue 
Stocking Society, an early French feminist group, and then she travels to Rome, 
where she intends to convert to Catholicism.
While in Rome Cardinal Azzolino visits Christina frequently for political 
purposes. During these visits an emotional relationship develops between 
them. Meanwhile, Christina falls into ill health, physically and mentally, and is 
distraught over the absence of intimacy, even wishing for children as she dies. 
Mary Remnant points out, “Gems’s queen is confused and angry, riddled with 
self-loathing, and destroyed by a system of gender roles which will allow her to 
behave as a man or as a woman, but not both" (Remnant 9). Throughout 
Gems’s play Christina is frustrated with the traditional expectations of marriage 
and childbearing.
“Using epic representation of Christina’s life, Queen Christina keeps the 
audience somewhat distant from Christina’s personal turmoil and, instead, 
constantly reminds them of the relationship between her class and the process
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of her gender construction" (Perkins 210). This epic representation takes the 
audience/readers through a chronological outline of Christina’s life, which 
touches on many different situations, relationships, and frustrations. This 
montage of events creates the confusion Christina is left with at the play’s 
conclusion.
In the following chapters I will analyze these two plays through Rich’s 
theory of compulsory heterosexuality. Particular attention will be paid to how 
compulsory heterosexuality affects the dramatic life of each Christina character.
CHAPTER TWO:
THE SOCIALIZATION OF CHRISTINA INTO COMPULSORY 
HETEROSEXUALITY
Rich’s theory of compulsory heterosexuality uses as its foundational 
argument the idea that society teaches us heterosexuality as the only viable life 
choice. This idea is embedded into the minds of young women through an 
intricate process of socialization. Rich claims that compulsory heterosexuality 
exists through “the covert socializations and the overt forces which have 
channeled women into marriage and heterosexual romance” (9). It is this 
attempted covert socialization of compulsory heterosexuality in the character of 
Christina, in both Gems’s and Wolff’s plays, which will be discussed in this 
chapter.
Even in the seventeenth century, compulsory heterosexuality can 
be viewed both in Wolff’s The Abdication and Gems’s Queen Christina as 
the socialization of people into heterosexuality. Socializing, for the 
purpose of this study, refers to the converting or adapting one’s life to 
society’s needs. In both plays society’s need in Sweden is to obtain an 
heir to the throne. In each play Christina is potentially socialized with 
exclusively heterosexual teachings, expected dress codes, and with 
examples of meeting this social expectation. The exclusively 
heterosexual teachings come from her advisor, Wolff’s Oxenstierna in 
The Abdication and Gems's Axel in Queen Christina. These characters
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attempt to socialize Christina to be heterosexual by teaching her th it it is a 
requirement of her gender and position. The expected codes of d ess are used 
to socialize her in an external fashion to be what is considered attractive to 
heterosexual men, thereby socializing her to behave in a heterosexual manner. 
The prime example of meeting social expectations is Ebba; she socializes 
Christina into heterosexuality by demonstrating how to adapt her life to society’s 
heterosexual expectations.
The first issue to be discussed is the attempted socialization of Christina 
by her advisors. In each text attempts are made to socialize Christina to fulfill 
the expectations of compulsory heterosexuality by the exclusive teachings of 
her advisor. In Wolffs The Abdication. Christina’s advisor, Oxenstierna, begins 
to teach Christina in a manner that can be viewed as socializing Christina into 
compulsory heterosexuality “because heterosexual romance, [marriage, and 
childbearing is being] represented as the great female adventure, duty, and 
fulfillment” (Rich 30). This socialization of Christina through Oxenstierna’s 
teaching is depicted in the following scene with Tina (the meek and docile side 
of Christina). In this scene Oxenstierna plants the seed of compulsory 
heterosexuality in the innocent Tina:
TINA: What’s wrong with me? What’s wrong? Oxenstierna. .. !
Why do I feel so terrible? So strange. .. ?
OXENSTIERNA: This is the way it’s supposed to be.
It means -  that you can have a baby.
TINA: I’m going to have a baby!
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OXENSTIERNA: No, no. You can have a baby. Your body is 
grown up enough to make a baby. But you won’t have one for 
many years. First you must get married. (Wolff I-60)
In this scene Oxenstierna instructs Tina with the predetermined script that is to 
guide Tina to accept heterosexual romance, marriage, and childbearing as facts 
of life, rather than choices of her life. In this manner Oxenstierna attempts to 
integrate these concepts of compulsory heterosexuality into Christina. Rich 
addresses such covert maneuvers in the following:
Some of the forms by which male power manifests itself are more 
easily recognizable as enforcing heterosexuality on women than 
others. Yet each one .. . adds to the cluster of forces within which 
women have been convinced that marriage, and sexual 
orientation toward men are inevitable. (13)
Rich’s words outline how a woman’s choices may be limited by compulsory 
heterosexuality, just as Wolff’s Oxenstierna outlines the plan for Christina’s life 
(marriage and children) without giving Christina a choice. Oxenstierna is using 
his exclusively heterosexual teaching of Christina to indoctrinate her with the 
belief that heterosexuality is not a choice, but rather a fact.
Wolff’s Oxenstierna continues to urge Christina to engage in a 
heterosexual relationship, even though he is counseling her in political matters, 
as in the following scene with Chris (the more jaunty side of Christina). Here 
Oxenstierna uses the possibility of Christina’s increased political strength to 
persuade her of the benefits of a heterosexual relationship.
OXENSTIERNA: You can acquire the firmness of a man.
CHRIS: How?
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OXENSTIERNA: -  By acquiring a husband.
CHRIS: A husband .. .
CHRISTINA: A husband. A mate. The solution to everything!
(Wolff I-73)
Oxenstierna relentlessly reinforces advantages of heterosexuality and even 
represents marriage, the ultimate, legally-recognized, heterosexual 
relationship, as a fact of nature. Despite Christina’s misgivings with marriage 
and heterosexuality, Oxenstierna further states “Marriage is the natural state" 
(Wolff II-5). As Christina’s advisor, Oxenstierna certainly does teach her that 
marriage and heterosexuality are natural -  even necessary. In The Abdication 
Wolff clearly lays out these teachings which Oxenstierna delivers to Christina; 
through Rich’s theory Oxenstierna’s exclusively heterosexual teachings can be 
viewed as socialization of Christina into compulsory heterosexuality.
Attempts to socialize Christina with compulsory heterosexuality through 
exclusively heterosexual teaching are present not only in Wolff’s The Abdication 
but also in Gems’s Queen Christina. At first in Gems’s Queen Christina, the 
training given by Christina’s advisor, Axel, appears to be much different than the 
training given by Oxenstierna in The Abdication. For a moment in Gem’s Queen 
Christina, the situation seems as if Christina will be raised as a ruler and not as 
a breeder. In the opening scene the King, prior to his death, gives specific 
orders to Axel to raise Christina with the ability to rule and lead an army. The 
small hope that Christina will not be held to the heterosexual disciplines of 
marriage and childbearing soon vanish, for Gems herself writes in her epilogue 
to Queen Christina:
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Since Christina was the only survivor, she was, at her father’s 
instruction, reared as a man, that is to say, educated, and taught 
all the male necessities, how to ride, fence, shoot, how to lead an 
army. And then, on her accession, told to marry and breed, that is 
to be a woman. (47)
Indeed, as the play progresses Christina is expected to participate in a 
heterosexual union, marriage, and childbearing. When Axel encourages 
Christina to many a man, as was expected of a woman, she confronts him:
CHRISTINA: Why didn’t you leave me in the parlour with the rest 
of the women, it’s what you wanted.
AXEL: Not at all. Your unique position demands both the manly 
qualities of a King and the fecundity of a woman.
CHRISTINA: Well you can’t have both.
AXEL: Why not? For twenty years I’ve prepared you for it. (Gems 
29)
In this text Axel is admitting that, even though he has raised Christina as a 
strong ruler, he also expects her to concede to a heterosexual union, a 
marriage, and childbearing. Axel’s expectations fall within the tenets of Rich’s 
theory of compulsory heterosexuality, because they deny any choice of 
sexuality and make sexuality exclusively heterosexual.
In both Gems’s and Wolff’s plays, either Axel or Oxenstierna promote 
these heterosexual expectations of Christina. Axel blatantly informs Christina, 
“You are woman, it’s your destiny to marry” (Gems 30). Axel’s determination 
here becomes obvious: he wants to teach Christina that she is expected to 
conform to heterosexuality, marriage, and childbearing. In this manner, Gems
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dramatizes the covert socialization of Christina into compulsory heterosexuality, 
just as Wolff does in The Abdication.
Christina also receives potential socialization into compulsory 
heterosexuality through the external means of an expected dress code.
Adrienne Rich lists “feminine” dress codes as a method of male power which 
may confine women physically and/or prevent their physical movement.
Christine Overall enhances Rich’s theory in the following description of how 
women are socialized to be heterosexual, via a "feminine" dress code. Overall 
writes that such socializing of women is “the cultural apparatus that purports to 
assist women to be heterosexually attractive, to be coy, alluring, ‘sexy’, and 
flirtatious, in order to ‘find true love’ or to ‘catch a man’ “ (5). “Feminine” dress 
codes often confine a woman to the role of a supposed heterosexual object of 
attraction for a supposedly heterosexual male. Christina is encouraged to dress 
in a pretty and “feminine” manner, traditionally assumed to be desirable to 
heterosexual men. The expectation that a woman dress herself in order to 
please or attract a man socializes her to behave in such a way that not only 
presumes she is heterosexual, but also socializes her to behave as a 
heterosexual.
This socialization can be seen in Wolff’s The Abdication as Christina’s 
intimate, Ebba, gently socializes her into how a women should behave and 
dress. Ebba suggests:
Christina, you must give up hunting. .. ! It’s making you into a lean 
boy! You look like a fellow who is just about to have a shave. . . ! 
You must come boating with us tomorrow. And let the men handle
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the oars. You and I will just sit still. . .. I’ll come and choose your 
dress. (Wolff I-38)
Ebba’s objective is to convince Christina to dress according to the expected 
“feminine” dress code in order to appear more “feminine,” which has been 
considered to be attractive to heterosexual men. In a subtle manner Wolff’s 
Ebba is encouraging Christina to fulfill society’s expectations by donning 
clothing that was conventionally considered appealing to men. These 
expectations are part of compulsory heterosexuality.
In addition to Ebba, another character in Wolff’s The Abdication expects 
Christina to follow a “feminine" dress code -- Azzolino. Christina travels to 
Rome to escape the expectations that she be solely heterosexual, married, and 
bear children. However, to her dismay, these expectations occur even in Rome. 
Azzolino counsels Christina in her confession to him on her wearing of men’s 
clothes. Azzolino informs her, “They [Catholics] dress within reason, too. The 
women do not go about dressed as men” (Wolff 1-10). Azzolino delivers a 
“training session” to Christina that contains what the Church deems appropriate 
wardrobe for a woman. Though Azzolino does not directly say that Catholics 
are expected to behave in a heterosexual manner, the restrictions voiced about 
wardrobe begin to imply such compulsory heterosexual ideas. Azzolino 
confirms this by highlighting the appropriate behavior for each gender in 
relation to expected dress codes, as he asks “Who could take seriously 
someone disguised in the clothing of the other gender?” (Wolff I-30).
These conventions taught by Ebba and Azzolino in The Abdication 
socialize Christina not only to follow a “feminine” dress code to attract a 
heterosexual male, but after she dresses in a traditional heterosexually
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attractive manner, she is to take the next, supposed logical step and conform to 
the expectation of consenting to marriage, intercourse, and childbearing. By 
trying to externally socialize Christina to accept a “feminine” dress code, it 
seems that many of the characters may hope that she will also follow suit and 
accept all the other heterosexual ideals.
In Gems’s Queen Christina this “feminine” dress code is also at work. 
Gems’s character of Axel arranges a meeting between Christina and a German 
prince with the desire that this meeting lead to marriage. Axel sends a note to 
Christina regarding her attire for this meeting. Christina appears dressed as a 
man and criticizes Axel for his request: “Sending me notes to dress up like a 
monkey’s arse” (Gems 19). Christina’s comment evidences her dislike for 
Axel’s suggestion of dress. Axel hoped to have her adorned in a more 
“feminine” and attractive outfit, in order to appear traditionally and 
hetarosexually attractive to the German prince. He also hopes this dress will 
eventually solidify a marriage and a consummated heterosexual union between 
Christina and the German prince. In Gems’s play her character of Axel attempts 
to teach compulsory heterosexual behavior to Christina by guiding her to adorn 
herself as a heterosexually attractive object for a heterosexual man.
Gems’s play includes Ebba making attempts to indoctrinate Christina to 
dress herself as an object for men to look at, and Ebba tries to socialize 
Christina for purposes of a sexual union and marriage. For example, when 
Ebba and Christina are preparing for a visit from Monsieur Descartes, Ebba 
socializes Christina as Ebba says “I insist that you dress up for him” (Gems 21). 
Ebba’s words create a clear reason for Christina to follow the “feminine” dress 
code -- to please a heterosexual man.
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Both dramatic texts can be analyzed as portraying Christina as being 
potentially socialized by the exclusively heterosexual teachings of her advisor 
and by expected “feminine” dress codes which ask, tell, and urge Christina to 
accept a life in which heterosexuality is compulsory. Both Wolff and Gems use 
a heterosexual relationship in their scripts which displays a model for Christina 
to follow. Ebba becomes involved in a heterosexual romance with Magnus, 
marries, and bears a child. The presence of this relationship, which meets all of 
society’s heterosexual expectations, illustrates to Christina what is expected of 
her. The inclusion of Ebba’s relationship with Magnus by each playwright 
allows Christina to view a heterosexual relationship as it develops, just as 
society expects a heterosexual relationship to develop in Christina’s life. Ebba 
chooses heterosexuality in each play and Christina is to follow suit, yet 
Christina’s choices contrast with Ebba’s choice because Christina does not fully 
accept heterosexuality as the only natural choice.
In Wolff’s play, The Abdication. Christina is disgusted at Ebba’s 
pregnancy, a sign of a sexual union between Magnus and Ebba, and Ebba 
replies, “When you’re married, you’ll do the same -- and with the same result” 
(Wolff 1-58). Ebba is assuming that Christina wiii marry, joining in a legally- 
recognized heterosexual relationship and at the same time is trying to socialize 
Christina to accept the fate of marriage and bearing children. Ebba is a model 
for Christina to learn how to lead her own life. The presence of Ebba, who Wolff 
portrays as actively involved in a heterosexual relationship, aids in socializing 
Christina to adapt her life to meet compulsory heterosexual ideals.
In The Abdication Ebba can be further viewed as a heterosexual 
example for Christina to follow. Christina requests that Ebba allow Christina to
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watch from a corner of the room as Magnus and Ebba engage in sexual 
intercourse in the following exchange:
CHRISTINA: I want to know what it’s like .. .
(Pause)
EBBA: Find out yourself.
CHRISTINA: But then it will be too late!
EBBA: For what?
CHRISTINA: To know if it’s what I want. How can I know unless I
can watch?
EBBA: Dear God --
CHRISTINA: For the friendship I have given you. For the love I’ve
felt for you. Help me, Ebba. I beg you help me.
EBBA: My poor Christina -- !
CHRISTINA: I will be quiet. I will hide in a corner in the dark.
Magnus will never know. (Wolff I-68)
Ebba consents to Christina’s request, but Christina cries out just as Magnus is 
about to penetrate Ebba. in this scene Ebba displays her physical, 
heterosexual relationship to Christina. This display may be seen as an attempt 
to socialize Christina to be heterosexual through her observation of a man and 
a woman engaging in heterosexual intercourse.
In Gems’s Queen Christina Ebba can be seen as an example of 
heterosexuality for Christina to follow, as in Wolff’s play. Conversely, Gems 
allows the formal arrangement of Ebba’s relationship with Magnus to be 
arranged in Christina’s presence. Axel declares to Christina:
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! ask your formal permission for a projected marriage.. . .  I make a 
formal request, for the betrothal of two of your most devoted 
subjects. . . .  We ask your formal consent to the marriage of Lady 
Ebba Sparre with the Duke Magnus de la Guardie. (Gems 1-23) 
This action on Axel's part familiarizes Christina with the formalities of a 
heterosexual relationship. Perhaps Axel hopes that as Christina sees Ebba’s 
marriage formally announced she too will agree to take part in a similar 
heterosexual relationship.
In Queen Christina after the formal arrangement of Ebba’s marriage has 
been concluded, Ebba’s relationship can again be interpreted as an attempt to 
socialize Christina into accepting heterosexual ideals by example. This occurs 
when Christina is offended by the fact that Ebba is pregnant and Ebba sweetly 
tells her, “Pixie, it [pregnancy] is natural” (Gems 30). Here Ebba, Christina’s 
intimate, is implying that childbearing will be natural for Christina as well. Ebba 
functions as an example for Christina to copy as Ebba accepts the restrictions of 
a heterosexual union, marriage, and childbearing -  all of which fulfill the 
expectations of compulsory heterosexuality. In both dramatic texts the r nCn 
of Ebba, who is involved in a heterosexual relationship, can function as an 
example to socialize Christina into doing likewise. Both plays use Ebba to try to 
socialize Christina into accepting childbearing as a natural part of life. Wolff’s 
The Abdication uses Ebba’s relationship with Magnus to familiarize Christina 
with the sexual workings of a heterosexual relationship, while Gems’s Queen 
Christina uses the formal arrangement of Ebba’s marriage to socialize Christina 
into complying with the requirements of heterosexuality. Neither play allows the
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socialization of Christina into heterosexuality to be completely successful, so 
Ebba’s choices can be seen as a contrast to Christina’s choices.
In summary, the socialization of Christina into compulsory 
heterosexuality is apparent in both dramatic texts. This socialization is first seen 
in Oxenstierna’s exclusively heterosexual teachings in Wolff’s The Abdication 
and in Axel’s exclusively heterosexual teachings in Gems’s Queen Christina. 
These teachings try to socialize Christina into heterosexual romance, marriage, 
and childbearing. Secondly, attempts are made to socialize Christina into 
heterosexuality in Wolff’s The Abdication as Ebba and Azzolino expect 
Christina to dress in a “feminine” fashion, as do Ebba and Axel in Gems’s 
Queen Christina: this expected “feminine” dress code socializes Christina to be 
what is traditionally considered attractive for heterosexual men. Lastly, in both 
texts, Christina is potentially socialized to be heterosexual through the presence 
of Ebba, who favors a heterosexual relationship, and is an example of the 
heterosexual requirements which Christina will be expected to fill. Through the 
theory of compulsory heterosexuality, Wolff can be seen as using Ebba to 
display a sexual example of heterosexuality for Christina, while Gems can be 
seen as using Ebba’s relationship with Magnus as a formal, heterosexual 
arrangement. Despite some specific differences, both Wolff’s The Abdication 
and Gems’s Queen Christina can be analyzed as socializing the character of 
Christina with the constraints of compulsory heterosexuality in a parallel 
fashion.
CHAPTER THREE:
THE ENFORCERS OF COMPULSORY HETEROSEXUALITY
The enforcers of compulsory heterosexuality within these two texts can 
be found in Christina’s political, religious, and personal life. Compulsory 
heterosexuality is enforced in the political realm of Christina’s life by 
Oxenstierna in Wolff’s The Abdication and in Gems’s Queen Christina by the 
ambassador, the German prince, the Duke, Axel, and Chanut. Compulsory 
heterosexuality is also enforced in Christina’s religious life by Azzolino in 
Wolff’s The Abdication and the Pope in Gems’s Queen Christina. The 
expectations of compulsory heterosexuality are enforced in Christina’s personal 
life by Charles and Magnus in Wolff’s The Abdication and by Christina’s mother 
in Gems’s Queen Christina-
First, I shall examine both plays for this issue of how the government 
functions as the political enforcer of the expectations of marriage and 
childbearing. Even though these political expectations are mainly for the 
purpose of obtaining an heir for the Swedish throne, these expectations do 
require heterosexual behavior in order to bear a child, and thereby compel 
Christina toward compulsory heterosexuality.
Wolff’s Oxenstierna, a government official, can be interpreted as 
demanding obedience to compulsory heterosexuality. Oxenstierna 
enforces heterosexuality on Christina when he blatantly gives her the 
instruction, ‘‘For the sake of the State, you must begin to think about an
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heir” (Wolff 1-73). Oxenstiema is using force through his verbal demand for 
Christina to behave as a heterosexual. Oxenstierna continues to reinforce the 
political requirements of marriage, by saying to Christina, “What joy you’d bring 
to all people -- if you would take a husband” (Wolff 1-73). Herein Oxenstierna is 
establishing that he is acting on behalf of the people of Sweden as a political 
official. Oxenstierna is trying to force Christina to meet the government’s 
expectations that she marry, engage in a heterosexual union, and bear a child, 
denying her the opportunity to make her own choice of a marriage, of a partner, 
and of childbearing. Oxenstierna’s denial of Christina’s choices is a way of 
enforcing compulsory heterosexuality as it establishes “the constraints and 
sanctions which, historically, have enforced or insured the coupling of women 
with
men . . (Rich 8).
What is denied Christina is not taken into consideration by Wolff’s 
Oxenstierna or the government, as he continues to force the “choice” of 
marriage and children onto Christina. Again and again Oxenstierna 
approaches Christina as a representative of the government and of the people, 
who insist that she fulfill their heterosexual expectations. This is portrayed in 
the following:
OXENSTIERNA: Christina, by your refusal to marry you are 
making the entire country uneasy.. . .  They are anxious about the 
succession! They want you to have children-- (Woiff 11-5)
For the sake of stabilizing the country’s political system of inherited monarchy, 
Oxenstierna is concerned about enforcing the institutions of marriage and 
childbearing on Christina. In Wolff’s script Oxenstierna’s political occupation is
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to insure that Christina meets these expectations. Oxenstierna functions as the 
government’s facilitator who uses “overt forces [to channel] women into 
marriage and heterosexual romance” (Rich 9).
While Wolff pens only one character to fulfill the role of political enforcer 
of compulsory heterosexuality, Gems creates a variety of characters who 
attempt to compel Christina towards heterosexuality for political reasons. In 
Gems’s play the German prince and his ambassador arrive to ascertain the 
feasibility of marriage between the prince and Christina. The ambassador and 
prince seem expressly concerned with the pending marital and political union 
the following:
AMBASSADOR: It will greatly facilitate negotiation i f . . .  if ah . .  . 
{He smiles, waggish, at AXEL, who returns a gloomy stare) if the 
royal consorts . . .  ah . . .
PRINCE: He means if we fancy each other. . . .  Oh, don’t worry, 
we know the score . . . the hard work you chaps have put in on 
behalf o f . . .  o f . . .
AMBASSADOR: . . .  Of a fruitful and enduring relationship 
between our two great nations.
PRINCE: Right. Speaking of which, where is the wench?
(Gems 18)
In this passage the ambassador and prince make no attempts to cloak the faci 
that they are present to investigate Christina for the purpose of marriage, and by 
the use of the word “fruitful” one can also assume for the purpose of 
childbearing as well. These two political officials go on to speak of engaging 
Christina in a marital union, presuming Christina desires to participate in a
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heterosexual union and marriage. In this manner they are trying to coerce 
Christina into a situation that would require her to join in a heterosexual union, 
marriage, and childbearing. Thus, these two characters serve as enforcers of 
compulsory heterosexuality upon Christina.
Not only do the ambassador and the prince endeavor to channel 
Christina into a heterosexual relationship, as Rich describes, but other 
characters also serve as political enforcers of compulsory heterosexuality in 
Gems's Queen Christina. The characters of the Duke and Axel work together to 
prevent Christina from avoiding marriage. They suspect that she might attempt 
to do so by appointing her intended (Karl in Gems’s play) as heir to the throne. 
The Duke and Axel work against this possibility in this scene:
DUKE: The succession of His Highness, the Prince Karl, in 
advance of the royal nuptials, could hardly be agreeable to the 
Swedish people.
CHRISTINA: You’ve got a betrothal, what more do you want? 
AXEL: The marriage.
DUKE: We need the marriage. (Gems 28)
The cooperation of the Duke and Axel in this scene attempts to undo any 
loopholes Christina may be looking for to escape her marriage. They are not 
allowing Christina the choice of whom she wishes as a partner; instead they are 
making heterosexuality and marriage compulsory for Christina.
Gems pens one more character who attempts to enforce compulsory 
heterosexuality in the capacity of a political official — Chanut. Chanut, who is 
actually a religious visitor to Sweden, becomes a confidante of Christina’s. 
However when Christina reveals to Chanut that she plans to abdicate her
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throne, Chanut demonstrates his political motivations and demands, “You must 
marry Karl!” (Gems 31). His comment demands that Christina marry. He even 
specifies she should marry Charles.
Chanut, like most of the enforcers of compulsory heterosexuality in both 
plays, acts out of political interest. However, the fact that they desire an heir 
does not eclipse the fact that these enforcers of compulsory heterosexuality 
deny Christina choices concerning sexuality, marriage, and children, and 
enforce heterosexuality upon her. In Gems’s Queen Christina, the Duke and 
Axel are motivated to enforce compulsory heterosexuality on Christina for the 
sake of the country, as Oxenstierna does in Wolffs The Abdication. Whereas 
Chanut, the German prince, and the ambassador in Gems’s Queen Christina 
have political gain at stake, all these characters attempt to enforce what Rich 
terms as compulsory heterosexuality on the life of Christina.
Political officials are not the only group that attempts to enforce 
compulsory heterosexuality in these two plays; the Church also does so. As a 
side note, it is ironic that a cardinal and a pope, both of whom are supposedly 
celibate, attempt to enforce heterosexual expectations upon Christina. In 
Wolff’s The Abdication Cardinal Azzolino repeatedly questions Christina on her 
refusal to conform to the heterosexual and marital expectations. With these 
questions Azzolino appears ceaselessly curious of Christina’s choice not to 
follow the conventional road of marriage. Yet his curiosity gives way to berating 
her for not marrying and sharing heterosexually. As Wolff’s Azzolino pressures 
Christina on the issue of marriage, he begins to enforce heterosexual 
expectations on her with questions such as:
AZZOLINO: Have you ever tried to love a man?
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CHRISTINA: I’ve found none worthy.
AZZOLINO: Perhaps you didn’t look hard enough. (Wolff 1-40) 
Herein Azzolino criticizes Christina for not searching out a heterosexual mate. 
As a Church father, he is attempting to enforce compulsory heterosexuality via 
scolding her for her inadequacy.
The Church also enforces compulsory heterosexuality by chastising 
Christina in Gems’s Queen Christina. The Pope condemns Christina for not 
conforming to heterosexuality, marriage, and childbearing:
POPE: That you refuse the marriage bed. That you refuse to 
procreate. .. . You are a woman, with a sacred destiny. Without 
procreation, mutual love, and loving care, society cannot hold. . . . 
We have heard of your views on the bearing of children. If 
parenthood is excluded from marriage, why then the character of 
the relation is utterly diminished. (Gems 37)
In his condemnation the Pope tries to make Christina feel guilty for the downfall 
of marriage, society, and civilization if she does not conform to heterosexuality, 
marriage, and childbearing. The Church is venturing to pressure Christina to 
conform to a heterosexual lifestyle with the claim “that the heterosexual 
constituted family is the basic social uni t . . . ” (Rich 34). This psychological guilt 
is yet another way the Church enforces compulsory heterosexuality. “Both 
Queen Christina and The Abdication portray the State and the Church as 
powerful patriarchal institutions that construct and inscribe fixed gender 
representations” (Perkins 212). Perkins confirms that, along with fixed 
expectations of sexuality, both political and religious enforcers are present in 
Queen Christina and Itt&Abdicaliflll-
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Not only does each play enforce compulsory heterosexuality in political 
and religious ways, but these fixed expectations of gender and sexuality are 
enforced in Christina’s personal life as well. In Wolff’s The Abdication 
Christina’s one-time friends, Charles and Magnus, force expectations of 
compulsory heterosexuality on her, while in Gems’s Queen Christina Christina’s 
mother does so.
In Wolff’s The Abdication. Charles tries to compel Christina to marry him, 
as has been arranged, and Oxenstierna and Magnus join him in this:
CHARLES: I want to marry you, Christina.. . .  I’m at my wit’s end, 
Christina. I don’t know what to do - - . . . .  I don’t want to be your 
heir, I want to be your husband. . .  !
(OXENSTIERNA and MAGNUS enter)
CHRIS: What are they doing here?
CHARLES: I asked them to come and second me.
MAGNUS: Christina, I know that when I married I offended you.
But that shouldn’t turn you against marriage forever. . . . Why won’t 
you marry? (Wolff 11-12)
Charles and Magnus, who were once Christina’s playmates, are trying to 
pressure her into an arranged marriage. Adrienne Rich lists arranged 
marriages as a way of forcing heterosexuality on women. Hence, Charles and 
Magnus, as personal friends, become enforcers of compulsory heterosexuality.
This is not the only way in which Magnus attempts to enforce compulsory 
heterosexuality on Christina; in fact, he tries to physically force heterosexual 
intercourse upon her, via attempted rape, when he discovers Christina in his 
bedroom. Upon Magnus’s discovery of Christina, Ebba asks of him:
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EBBA: What are you going to do?
MAGNUS: Why -- exactly what she wants
(HE takes CHRISTINA by the hand. SHE tries to pull away, but HE
holds her firmly.) I’ve enough tor two. Come on. Christina . . . .
You want to find out what it’s like? Well, I’ll show you! (Wolff I-69) 
Magnus releases Christina only after Christina and Ebba beg him to do so. This 
attempted rape is exerting a physical male force to enforce compulsory 
heterosexuality onto Christina.
Even after this attempted rape, Magnus relentlessly criticizes Christina for 
not conforming to heterosexuality:
MAGNUS: You pretend to be in love with me. But when I touch 
you, you feel nothing, do you! Nothing gives way inside of you. 
Nothing cries out to be surrendered! To be taken! You were born 
without the quality of woman! You couldn’t get it, not for all your 
kingdom or your wealth! (Wolff I-70)
In this section of The Abdication. Magnus criticizes Christina for not meeting the 
expectations of heterosexuality. Magnus is an enforcer of compulsory 
heterosexuality as he humiliates Christina for not feeling heterosexual desire. 
Rich claims that enforcing heterosexuality may include “humiliation (a 
subliminal message . . .  that sadistic heterosexuality is more ‘normal’ than 
sensuality between women). . .” (12).
In Gems’s Queen Christina Christina is criticized by her mother as a 
personal enforcer with: “I saw you in the stables this morning, the pair of you 
[Christina and Ebba], At least I could get a man” (Gems 19). Christina’s mother 
demeans Christina because she is not behaving in a heterosexual manner.
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This criticism enforces compulsory heterosexuality on Christina via humiliation, 
which Rich terms as a means of enforcing heterosexuality. Christina’s mother is 
concerned about what she might obtain from Christina’s relationship -- 
grandchildren. She proclaims to Christina “I’ve a right to grandchildren, the 
same as any other woman -- ” (Gems 20). Here Christina’s mother is enforcing 
compulsory heterosexual behavior so that Christina bear grandchildren for her, 
requiring that Christina become involved in a heterosexual relationship. In this 
manner Christina’s mother is a personal enforcer of compulsory 
heterosexuality.
Beyond these examples of political, religious, and personal enforcers, 
coincidentally, Christina is questioned three times on the same page of text in 
The Abdication by Charles, a political enforcer, by Magnus, a personal enforcer, 
and by Azzolino, a religious enforcer.
CHARLES: Why are you so dead set against marriage. . . ?
MAGNUS: Why won’t you marry. . . ?
AZZOLINO: Why wouldn’t you marry? (Wolff 11-13)
This retinue of questioners is representative of each aspect of Christina’s life 
(political, religious, and personal). The bombardment of questions condemns 
Christina’s choice not to marry, and enforces compulsory heterosexuality 
because these expectations restrict Christina’s “self-fulfillment to marriage”
(Rich 13).
In conclusion both Wolff and Gems illustrate the pressure to conform in 
Christina’s political, religious, and personal life. The tactics of enforcirg 
compulsory heterosexuality in these two scripts vary, but the purpose is the
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same: to make Christina live her life within the parameters of heterosexuality, 
marriage, and childbearing.
Throughout Wolff’s The Abdication and Gems’s Queen Christina 
enforcers of compulsory heterosexuality can be found in each sector of her life: 
the political sector with Oxenstierna in Wolff’s The Abdication and with the 
German ambassador and the German prince, the Duke, Axel, and Chanut in 
Gems’s Queen Christina: the religious sector with Azzolino in Wolff's The 
Abdication and with the Pope in Gems’s Queen Christina: and the personal 
sector with Charles and Magnus in Wolff’s The Abdication and with Christina’s 
mother in Gems’s Queen Christina. The implications of the similarities and the 
differences within the selected dramatic texts will be dealt with more fully in the 
concluding chapter.
CHAPTER FOUR:
CHRISTINA’S CHALLENGES TO COMPULSORY HETEROSEXUALl iY
Though Christina in Wolff’s and Gems’s plays is socialized into and has 
enforced upon her the concepts of heterosexuality, marriage, and childbearing, 
she challenges and seeks to escape these expectations. In both of these texts, 
Christina challenges these expectations in quite similar ways, but each play 
ends with a different outlook for Christina. In both Wolffs The Abdication and 
Gems’s Queen Christina. Christina challenges the tenets of what Rich calls her 
theory of compulsory heterosexuality in the following ways: by engaging in 
lesbian relationships, py rejecting childbearing, by rejecting marriage, and by 
appointing an heir to the throne. In these ways Christina can be seen as taking 
a stand against compulsory heterosexuality in both plays.
First, Christina challenges compulsory heterosexuality in Wolff’s 
The Abdication and Gems’s Queen Christina by her refusal to conform to 
heterosexual expectations. One way she does this is by refusing to limit 
her relationships to heterosexual ones, and instead taking part in lesbian 
relationships as well; as Perkins states "Not only do the Christina 
characters in both plays demonstrate their conflict with socio-political 
constraints on gender performances, they also critique the homophobic 
injustice of a patriarchal system” (208). This critique is applicable to 
Christina's challenges to compulsory heterosexuality in each play,
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since the choice of a lesbian relationship is, as Rich asserts, an act against 
compulsory heterosexuality. Jill Dolan theorizes on this topic as follows:
The forbidden content is active female desire independent of men, 
and the forbidden form is a self-representation that separates 
gender from a strict correlation with biological sex and compulsory 
sexuality. The lesbian is a refusor of culturally imposed gender 
ideology, who confounds representation based on sexual 
difference and on compulsory heterosexuality. (Dolan 116) 
According to Dolan, compulsory heterosexuality is constructed to ignore the 
existence of lesbians; therefore, a lesbian by her very basic existence is 
standing up against compulsory heterosexuality. In each play, as Christina 
takes part in lesbian relationships, she is challenging compulsory 
heterosexuality.
In Wolff’s The Abdication Christina stands up and defends her right to 
engage in a lesbian relationship as she speaks with Azzolino:
CHRISTINA: I loved that woman more than I have ever loved a 
man . . . .  Love is so rare! Must we deny it when we find it? Is it to 
be called hideous just because the object is the same sex?
(Wolff I-40)
Seen here, Christina is challenging the expectation that a woman must love a 
man, and instead declares that a woman may love another woman.
The lesbian relationship which Christina is speaking of is with her dear 
friend, Ebba. The nature of this relationship can be seen in the following 
passage of The Abdication:
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CHRISTINA: Aren’t men’s bodies strange, Ebba? So oddly made! 
How can we even know what they’re feeling? When I touch you, I 
know your body’s secrets. Know how it echoes me. When you 
share my bed I love you Ebba. (Wolff 1-39)
Here Christina expresses why she is so comfortable with her relationship with 
Ebba, rather than a heterosexual relationship with a man. Christina is at ease 
with her choice that defies the heterosexual expectation of her society. By her 
choice of becoming involved in such a relationship she is challenging 
compulsory heterosexuality.
In Gems’s text Christina’s relationship with Ebba is established not only 
in words expressing feelings, but in physical action, as the stage directions 
indicate: “CHRISTINA detains EBBA by the sleeve. She kisses EBBA” (Gems 
33). This action illustrates Christina’s love for a woman, and also illustrates 
Christina’s rebellion against what may be considered compulsory 
heterosexuality. Christina uses actions such as kissing Ebba, not only to 
express her affection for Ebba, but this can be interpreted as challenging the 
expectations of compulsory heterosexuality.
While Wolff and Gems both create a lesbian relationship between the 
characters of Christina and Ebba, Gems also establishes a pattern of lesbian 
relationships for Christina. In Gems’s play when Christina’s mother visits her, 
Christina has a female bed partner as is indicated once again in the stage 
directions “she [Christina] climbs into [her] bed, disturbing the bedclothes, and 
revealing a lightly clad, pretty girl” (Gems 26). Immediately after Christina 
reveals her female bed partner, Christina’s mother is disgusted by Christina’s 
choice of a lesbian relationship, which contradicts Christina’s mother’s
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expectation of Christina’s heterosexuality. Christina is completely unapologetic 
of her female lover and does not attempt to justify the presence of a bed partner 
who is not a heterosexual man. In some ways Christina treats her female 
partner as an object, such as through forcing the girl to eat Christina’s food. 
Despite this possibly patriarchal treatment of her female partner, Christina 
nevertheless stands up against compulsory heterosexuality, and demands that 
any lesbian relationship be considered as a viable life choice.
Gems includes one more instance where Christina allies herself with 
lesbian-identified relationships. When Christina travels through France, she 
visits women who belong to the Blue Stocking Society, a feminist group of the 
time, and she becomes involved in a conversation with the characters of the 
Marquise and the Marquise's protege, Catherine. In their discussion same- 
gender affection is brought up and Christina reacts positively to the concept, in 
the following scene Christina learns that the Marquise and Catherine do not 
socialize with men at all:
CHRISTINA: What about sex though, don’t you miss it?
MARQUISE: As Your Majesty well knows, men have not the
exclusive rights to our bodies.
CHRISTINA: Oh you mean you’re together? Jolly good.
(Gems 34)
In this scene Gems allows Christina to verbalize her accepting attitude towards 
lesbian relationships in much the same way that in Wolff’s The Abdication 
Christina defends same-gender love to Azzolino. Each playwright is providing 
the character of Christina with an acceptance of lesbian relationships as she 
challenges the sexual restrictions of her society.
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Another way Christina challenges compulsory heterosexuality in each 
play is by refusing to bear a child. Childbearing is a tenet of compulsory 
heterosexuality because as Overall asserts “the object of a heterosexual 
institution is the facilitation of human reproduction . . (6). Christina can be
seen as challenging compulsory heterosexuality as unjust because it may 
require a woman to fulfill the expectation of bearing a child.
Wolffs The Abdication shows Christina’s repulsion towards pregnancy 
and childbearing when Ebba first shows physical signs of pregnancy. Upon 
seeing Ebba, Christina cries out to her “My God, is there nobody left who can 
keep their legs together?! I said I didn’t want to see you that way!” (Wolff 1-58).
In the first part of this comment, Christina is linking heterosexual behavior to 
childbearing -- which she rejects in a general sense. At the same time Christina 
is also rejecting Ebba’s pregnancy, because it might be a symbol that Ebba is 
not completely Christina’s lover anymore, and it might also remind Christina that 
Ebba is engaged in a heterosexual relationship with Magnus. Christina is 
rejecting childbearing and compulsory heterosexuality because she is 
disgusted by it at this point in Wolff’s play, and because it results in her loss of a 
female lover. Both of these points express the refusal to collaborate with 
compulsory heterosexuality.
In Wolff’s The Abdication Christina’s rejection of childbirth becomes even 
more personal as pressure is put on Christina to bear a child. Time and time 
again in Wolff’s text, Oxenstierna comes to Christina saying that she has no 
choice but to bear an heir for her country. Nevertheless, Christina decides that 
she does have a choice. Chris, the jaunty side of Christina, declares “Me? 
Submit to that from a man? The Sovereign Queen of Sweden go down on her
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back and be ploughed like a field? Never!” (Wolff 1-63). Here Christina, in the 
character of Chris, firmly resists both heterosexual intercourse and childbearing. 
Christina’s rebellion against childbearing and compulsory heterosexuality 
grows from this point.
in Wolff’s play Oxenstierna’s final push on the issue of bearing a child is 
so overbearing that Christina is pushed to the point where she fiercely rebels 
against the entirety of compulsory heterosexuality and childbearing. This 
opposition is best expressed in Christina’s words:
I am Queen of Sweden. By reason of my exalted rank and 
privilege, I am allowed anything I want. I am allowed to marry a 
man I do not love. I am allowed, by night, to submit to God-knows- 
what idiotic tumblings and horrors . . .  I am allowed, after these 
exquisite nocturnal pleasures, to blow up like a cow, and stumble 
around . . .  And after months of this . . .  I am allowed to bring forth, 
in unimaginable pain, a dwarf, a monster, a vegetable, or if by 
chance I am supremely fortunate -- another creature like myself 
. . . .  Kings rule -- and indulge between the sheets in every sort of 
pleasure. And then they go off to battle and joyfully await news of 
the arrivals of their sons. I would be happy to be a King and do all 
those things. But I will not submit to being boarded by a jackass in 
order to blow up like a mountain and erupt again and again in 
excruciating torment for the State.. . ! I am a Queen! I can have 
anything I want! And I tell you I will not submit my body and my 
mind to what is asked of me. (Wolff 1-74)
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In this speech Christina, through sarcasm and anger, is boldly refusing to 
take part in an arranged marriage, to force herself to engage in sexual 
intercourse, and to go through childbirth merely out of a sense of public duty. 
This eloquent and powerful speech of Christina’s soundly illustrates not only 
her opposition to bearing a child, but also to compulsory heterosexuality in total. 
In this speech she even contemplates that she could avoid this issue, and be a 
King, however, this is not a realistic option. Her refusal to submit her body and 
mind to the heterosexual requirements, which are asked of her by Oxenstierna 
and the country, is also a refusal to collaborate with the ideals of compulsory 
heterosexuality. Christina’s refusal allows her to join the ranks of what 
Adrienne Rich describes as “the history of women who -- as witches, femmes 
seules, marriage resisters, spinsters, autonomous widows, and/or lesbians -- 
have managed on varying levels not to collaborate” (Rich 7). Ultimately, we 
learn Christina refuses to collaborate throughout Wolff’s The Abdication as she 
firmly declares, “I have no intention of bearing children!” (Wolff 11-11).
Wolff creates a Christina who is passionate in her rejection of bearing 
children; Gems’s Christina is similarly offended. Gems’s character seems, 
however, more calm and practical in her rejection. In Gems’s Queen Christina 
Christina is also repulsed by Ebba’s pregnancy; she blurts out to Ebba, “Get out. 
I will not have pregnant cows under my roof. Let me look at you. Ugh, how 
could you?” (Gems 30). Through the theory of compulsory heterosexuality 
Christina’s criticism of pregnancy can also be perceived as criticizing the 
heterosexual union which precedes bearing a child, and her reaction may be 
her way of reacting to the loss of her female lover to a heterosexual relationship.
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In this reaction Christina is challenging the expectation of childbearing, which 
Overall says is the object of heterosexuality.
It is curious that in the epilogue of her play Gems examines the 
expectation of childbearing, which Christina is challenging. As Gems writes, 
“The role of women was confined, necessarily, to the production and rearing to 
maturity of children” (Gems 48). Here Gems is addressing the expectations of 
childbearing in the time period as irrefutable fact, yet she creates in Christina a 
character who opposes this fact of life, in Gems’s play when Christina is asked 
to bear a child, she straightforwardly declines the notion, “NO, if I must marry I 
must -- but I'm damned if I’ll breed for them and be destroyed, like my mother” 
(Gems 27). Christina is referring to how she has helplessly watched her 
mother’s life and well-being deteriorate due to failed pregnancies in the pursuit 
of a male heir. Her mother’s deterioration may function as an example of the 
abusive nature of royal, heterosexual intercourse and childbearing which 
motivates Christina to challenge the process. Justified by her mother’s 
experience, Christina’s challenge against compulsory heterosexuality and her 
refusal of childbearing is part of what Rich characterizes as “the repeated 
struggles of women to resist oppression . . . and to change our [women’s] 
condition” (17). Both Wolff’s The Abdication and Gems’s Queen Christina 
portray Christina as being repulsed by the idea of bearing a child, and in both 
texts Christina takes a stand against bearing a chiid and heterosexual 
intercourse.
Christina also challenges the institution of marriage, an institution which 
Rich asserts is glorified to convince society that heterosexuality is the only 
choice. In Christina’s challenge of marriage, a legally-recognized heterosexual
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union, Christina is challenging a tenet of compulsory heterosexuality. In Wolff’s 
The Abdication. Christina questions marriage as she muses, “Is marriage a 
naturai state -- or the most unnatural state?” (Wolff 11-5). In this very 
philosophical and intelligent manner, Christina criticizes and challenges the 
institution of marriage and compulsory heterosexuality. Her refusal is, 
according to Rich, a refusal to cooperate with compulsory heterosexuality.
While Wolff’s Christina questions marriage from a philosophical 
standpoint, Gems’s Christina rejects marriage on a more personal level.
Gems’s Christina rejects marriage with the German prince, marriage with Karl, 
her cousin, and finally she rejects marriage altogether for her life plan.
Christina first rejects the German prince, with whom Oxenstierna attempts to 
match-make a marriage for her. Christina dismisses the German prince with, 
“You'll have to do better than this. I’m sorry little fellow” (Gems 19). Christina’s 
rejection of a suitor here is her first personal rejection of marriage in Gems’s 
Queen Christina.
Once more Christina rejects a proposed marriage when her cousin, Karl, 
alludes to this possible marriage to Christina. Christina retorts “No! There’s 
one freak on the throne. . . no need to perpetuate the joke. The answer’s no” 
(Gems 24). Gems’s Christina is now setting a pattern of rejecting the 
expectation of marriage, which is a challenge against the institution of marriage, 
a tenet of compulsory heterosexuality.
As the expectation of marriage increases in Gems's play, so does 
Christina’s aversion to marriage. She even proclaims, “Secure the succession. 
You may as well know, I am not of a mind to marry. . . ” (Gems 29). With this 
statement Christina opposes the expectation that she marry and through all
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three of these rejections of marriage, she challenges compulsory 
heterosexuality and becomes a marriage resister.
In rejecting the concept of a heterosexual marriage, which is not only a 
legally-recognized heterosexual union, but also a socially-glorified 
heterosexual union, Christina rejects sexuality as being exclusively 
heterosexual. Wolff’s Christina challenges the institution of marriage in a 
subtle, intellectual manner in comparison to Gems's Christina, who objects to 
marriage in a very defiant manner. In both cases she does indeed struggle 
against the expectation that a woman must marry, an expectation that is a tenet 
of compulsory heterosexuality because it Uinsure[s] the coupling of women with 
men” (Rich 8). It is this insured coupling of male and female which Christina 
struggles against and challenges in both plays.
In lieu of rejecting compulsory heterosexuality, Christina presses on in 
both plays to circumvent it by finding an alternative. In both plays Christina 
creates a possible solution for herself, by appointing an heir to the throne. 
Christina realizes that much of the pressure for her to join in a heterosexual 
union, to marry, and to bear children comes from Sweden’s desire for an heir.
In order to escape these expectations Christina must devise another way, other 
than bearing a child, to provide an heir to the throne. In both dramatic texts the 
Christina character believes the way in which to accomplish such an escape is 
to appoint her cousin -- Charles in Wolff’s The Abdication and Karl in Gems’s 
Queen Christina -- as heir to the Swedish throne.
Christina’s plan to appoint an heir is also accomplished in both plays. In 
Wolff’s The Abdication Chris announces her plan in the following flashback:
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CHRIS: Well, tel! them their sovereign is happy to oblige them. I 
want you to be the first to know: I am going to have a son. 
OXENSTIERNA: Godin Heaven!
CHRIS: Next Tuesday.
OXENSTIERNA: What are you saying?
CHRIS: I am going to present the country with my heir!
(CHARLES enters) Here he i s! .. . It was an extremely easy 
delivery. I’m quite surprised.
OXENSTIERNA: Christina, what the country wants-- 
CHRIS: -- is a King if I should die. Hereby I provide one.
(Wolff 11-8)
In this text Christina uses her power as a monarch to produce an heir, rather 
than reproduce a child. In Wolff’s play, by appointing her cousin as her heir, 
Christina is no longer required to engage in a heterosexual union or to bear 
children, thereby escaping this expectation of compulsory heterosexuality.
Similarly, in Queen Christina Gems chooses to have Christina avoid 
bearing a child and marrying, by appointing her cousin, Karl, but she does so in 
a simpler manner than in Wolff’s text. Christina calmly delivers the news, “I’ll 
proclaim him [Karl] my heir, that should placate -- ” (Gems 27). Christina’s 
appointment of Karl as her heir aids her in eluding the expectations of a 
heterosexual union, of marriage, and of bearing a child in Gems’s Queen 
Christina, just as it does in The Abdication.
In this way both texts are similar: Christina appoints an heir in order to 
escape the pressures and the expectations put upon her, pressures and 
expectations like those which Rich describes as compulsory heterosexuality.
Yet it seems that appointing an heir is not the only alternative strategy Christina 
finds to resist the expectation ot compulsory heterosexuality. In both Wolff’s The 
Abdication and Gems’s Queen Christina. Christina goes on to abdicate her 
throne. The playwright of each play never specifically spells out the reasons 
why the character of Christina decides to abdicate, but there are suggestions 
that each Christina character abdicates to completely escape the expectations 
of a heterosexual union, marriage, and bearing a child, which she was severely 
pressured to fulfill.
In summary, one can not be completely certain why Christina abd'cates 
her throne in either play. It is quite evident through the use of Rich’s theory, that 
Christina challenges the expectations of compulsory heterosexuality. She does 
this through her lesbian relationships in both texts, defying the expectation that 
a woman be solely heterosexual. Secondly, her rejection of childbearing is a 
challenge against compulsory heterosexuality as Christina is repulsed by the 
concept of pregnancy in both plays. She is motivated by her loss of a lover in 
Wolff’s The Abdication and by the destruction of .her mother in Gems’s Queen 
Christina. Thirdly, Christina rejects marriage on a philosophical level in Wolff’s 
The Abdication and on a very personal level in Gems’s Queen Christina. Lastly, 
Christina meets the ultimate challenge of escaping the expectations of 
compulsory heterosexuality, as the character appoints her cousin as her heir to 
the throne in each play so that she need not conform to marriage, 
heterosexuality, or childbearing. In both Wolff’s play and Gems’s play, various 
characters have attempted to socialize Christina into compulsory 
heterosexuality and enforce the expectations of compulsory heterosexuality
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upon her; in both plays Christina takes issue with these pressures and 
successfully challenges compulsory heterosexuality.
CHAPTER FIVE: 
CONCLUSION
Throughout this study I explore the role of Rich’s theory of compulsory 
heterosexuality within Wolff’s The Abdication and Gems’s Queen Christine. I 
perceive three ways that compulsory heterosexuality operates in these texts: 
socializing, enforcing, and Christina’s challenging of this socializing and 
enforcing.
In each play attempts are made to socialize Christina into accepting 
heterosexuality as a fact of life through the teachings she receives from her 
advisor. In Wolff’s The Abdication. Oxenstierna teaches Christina that she is 
expected to marry, be heterosexual, and bear a child. However, in the 
beginning of Gems’s Queen Christina. Axel appears as if he might raise 
Christina to be a good ruler and not necessarily a breeder, but that thought 
soon vanishes as he indoctrinates Christina with the expectation of compulsory 
heterosexuality. Therefore Axel, too, socializes Christina into heterosexuality by 
teaching her it is the oniy acceptable sexuality of her society.
Attempts are made to socialize Christina to behave as a 
heterosexual by the dress code which she is taught to adhere to in her 
external behavior. The dress code is another form of socializing her to 
dress and to behave in a manner that was traditionally considered 
attractive to heterosexual males. In both Wolff’s and Gems’s plays, Ebba 
gently trains Christina to dress herself to be desirable to heterosexual
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males. In both Wolff’s and Gems’s plays, Ebba gently trains Christina to dress 
herself to be desirable to heterosexual males. In Wolff’s The Abdication. 
Azzolino delivers the Church’s expectations of heterosexual, “feminine” dress to 
Christina, while in Gems’s Queen Christina. Axel delivers the government’s 
expectations of heterosexual, “feminine” dress code to Christina. In my opinion 
Wolff uses a Church figure to deliver this dress code because in The Abdication 
a greater emphasis is put upon Christina’s conversion to Catholicism, while 
Gems uses a political figure to deliver the dress code to Christina in order to put 
forth a critique of the political system. Asking Christina to follow a dress code, 
which makes her appear as an object of desire for a heterosexual male, 
prepares her to obey other heterosexual expectations as well. Overall tells us 
of this when she describes “the cultural apparatus that purports to assist women 
to be heterosexually attractive, to be coy, alluring, ‘sexy’, and flirtatious, in order 
to ‘find true love’ or to ‘catch a man’ ” (5).
Additionally Ebba socializes Christina into heterosexuality because she 
becomes an example to Christina of how to conform to the compulsory 
heterosexual expectations of their society. Both Wolff and Gems allow Ebba’s 
relationship with Magnus to blossom into Ebba’s pregnancy, and through this, 
the character of Ebba in each play proceeds to tell Christina to accept 
childbearing as a part of Christina’s own life. Wolff also uses Ebba as a teacher 
of the sexual side of heterosexuality: Ebba allows Christina to look on while 
Ebba and Magnus begin to engage in sexual intercourse. Gems pens an Ebba 
who teaches Christina in a less radical fashion, since the character of Axel 
requests formal permission from Queen Christina for Ebba to marry Magnus, 
thereby socializing Christina into the heterosexual expectations of marriage and
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childbearing through a more formal example. These examples of Ebba’s 
socializing of Christina, plus the exclusive heterosexual teachings of Christina's 
advisor in both plays attempt to socialize Christina into compulsory 
heterosexuality.
The influence of compulsory heterosexuality in these two texts does not 
step at the socialization of Christina, but goes on to include other characters 
who enforce heterosexuality upon Christina in several ways. These ways 
include the political, the religious, and the personal, and they are contained in 
both playwrights’ dramas. Wolff uses one character, Oxenstierna, to enforce 
compulsory heterosexuality on Christina within the political realm of her life, 
while Gems uses Axel, Chanut, the German prince, and the ambassador. 
Gems’s use of several political officials is synchronal with her fast-paced, epic 
style of writing: this allows the audience/readers to receive a smattering cf the 
political influence which pulls Christina towards heterosexuality. Wolff uses 
only Oxenstierna to politically enforce compulsory heterosexuality on Christina, 
but his constant pull offers the audience/readers a sense of how the political 
pressure on Christina slowly builds. In both plays these characters, Axel and 
Oxenstierna, assume and demand that Christina meet the country’s 
heterosexual expectations; therefore, they are enforcers of compulsory 
heterosexuality, as Rich states regarding such “enforcement of heterosexuality 
for women.. . ” (22).
Enforcers of compulsory heterosexuality can also be located in 
Christina’s religious life within each play. In Wolff’s The Abdication. Azzolino 
criticizes Christina for not marrying, and tries to coerce her into meeting a 
traditional heterosexual expectation. Likewise in Gems’s Queen Christina, the
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Pope condemns Christina for not adapting her life to meet the social needs of 
marriage, heterosexuality, and childbearing. The employment of a religious 
figure as an enforcer of compulsory heterosexuality in these texts sets up the 
Christian, patriarchal demands of compulsory heterosexuality upon this woman.
Christina’s personal life also contains enforcers of compulsory 
heterosexuality in both dramatic texts; these enforcers are friends and/or family 
members who compel Christina to behave in a heterosexual manner. In Wolff’s 
The Abdication. Charles and Magnus enforce compulsory heterosexuality on 
Christina by pressuring her to marry Charles. Wolff’s Magnus goes further and 
attempts to rape Christina, employing an overt strategy of enforcing compulsory 
heterosexuality upon Christina. Conversely, Gems chooses to portray a 
personal enforcer of compulsory heterosexuality with the character of 
Christina’s mother, who humiliates Christina for not bearing grandchildren for 
her. The mother also demands that Christina engage in heterosexual 
intercourse for the purpose of procreation. In Wolff’s text all the enforcers of 
compulsory heterosexuality in Christina’s personal life are friends. Perhaps this 
is because Wolff’s play spends more time dealing with Christina’s relationships 
with her intimates. Therefore, Christina’s friends, and not her family, are the 
personal enforcers of compulsory heterosexuality. Conversely, the enforcer of 
compulsory heterosexuality that Gems pens in Christina’s personal life is her 
mother, a familial connection. From this strategy one may surmise that Gems’s 
preference is for criticizing institutions, such as the government and religion, 
and the family may also be considered an institution. This idea is consistent 
with Rich’s critique of heterosexuality as an institution as well.
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It is also apparent that Christina challenges the demands of compulsory 
heterosexuality in both Wolff’s and Gems’s texts. Christina’s challenges of 
compulsory heterosexuality include each playwright writing a Christina who 
engages in lesbian relationships. In Wolff’s The Abdication. Christina takes part 
in a lesbian relationship with Ebba, whereas in Gems’s Queen Christina. 
Christina takes part in other lesbian experiences, such as sharing a bed with a 
female bed partner. Gems’s Christina even freely approves of lesbian 
relationships as :s revealed in her discussion with a feminist group. Wolff’s 
exclusive use of Ebba as Christina’s lesbian experience reveals a touching, 
caring intent within those experiences. On the other hand, Gems writes several 
situations of same-gender relationships, giving the impression that Christina is 
searching for something in these relationships. In both plays these lesbian 
experiences defy the idea that sexuality must be exclusively heterosexual. 
Therefore, her experiences present a challenge to compulsory heterosexuality.
Christina also challenges compulsory heterosexuality by rejecting 
childbearing in both texts. In Wolff’s version Christina despises childbearing 
and may see Ebba’s pregnancy as a reminder of her lost love with Ebba; while 
in Gems’s version Christina despises childbearing, but is fueled to reject it from 
her mother’s hideous experiences with pregnancy. In Wolff’s version 
Christina’s rejection of childbearing is quite passionate, reflecting the deeply- 
rooted emotions linked to this issue, while in Gems’s version Christina’s 
rejection of childbearing is rather practical, eliminating emotional response to 
the situation in quite an alienating manner. In both cases Christina dares to go 
against the compulsory heterosexual expectation of bearing a child.
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Not only does Christina reject childbearing in each play but she rejects 
marriage, the legally-honored, heterosexual union, as well. Wolff’s Christina 
opposes marriage in a weil-thought-out and intelligent manner, whereas 
Gems’s Christina opposes marriage in a violent, defiant manner. In Wolff’s The 
Abdication. Christina refuses marriage by giving light to her deeply-committed 
stance against marriage. Conversely in Gems’s Queen Christina. Christina 
rejects marriage to the German prince, to Karl, and finally with anyone at all. 
Gems’s quantity of rejections presents a frantic confusion which overwhelms 
Christina as the play continues. In each play Christina is blatantly challenging 
the institution of marriage, which is a tenet of compulsory heterosexuality.
Finally, Christina’s ultimate challenge to compulsory heterosexuality in 
either play is escaping its expectation. In both Wolff’s and Gems’s texts, 
Christina does this by appointing her cousin as heir to the throne in order to 
avoid conforming to the expectations of compulsory heterosexuality. In so 
doing she avoids becoming involved in a heterosexual relationship, marrying, 
and bearing a child. Both playwrights opt to include Christina’s appointment of 
her cousin as heir. I believe each playwright includes this strategy because, 
despite the ebb and flow of Christina’s struggles with compulsory 
heterosexuality, each playwright wishes to show the firm, clever, and decisive 
side of Christina. Through appointing an heir to the throne, rejecting marriage, 
rejecting childbearing, and choosing to take part in lesbian experiences 
Christina is, in both plays, challenging the expectations that have been used to 
socialize her, and which have been enforced upon her.
Thus, through this analysis, we see that the Christina of both dramatic 
texts is socialized to be heterosexual and has heterosexual expectations
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enforced upon her. She also proceeds to challenge these expectations of 
compulsory heterosexuality. What ultimate effect does the socializing, the 
enforcing, and her challenging of compulsory heterosexuality have on the 
dramatic life of each Christina in Wolff’s and Gems’s plays? Even though 
Christina is struggling with compulsory heterosexuality in each text, the result of 
her struggles in each script leads to distinctly different results. The difference is 
found in Wolff’s The Abdication as Christina assembles a lifestyle that fulfills the 
definition of Naomi Wolf’s “radical heterosexuality,” substituting choice for 
dependency, while in Gem’s Queen Christina. Christina finds herself in a valley 
of confusion about her life choices and her own desires.
Looking first at Wolff’s Christina, we can see near the end of The 
Abdication that she finds herself growing to love Cardinal Azzolino. Perhaps at 
first glance Christina would appear to be conforming to the ideals of compulsory 
heterosexuality which she has being struggling with up to this point. However, 
Christina is actually trying to form a relationship which would be a part of 
“radical heterosexuality,” as defined by Naomi Wolf, rather than compulsory 
heterosexuality. When she reveals this affection to him he eventually confesses 
that he, too, loves her. Although this relationship must be abandoned moments 
later when they are told the Pope is dying, and that Azzolino is to be the next 
Pope, there are a few minutes when both Christina and Azzolino commit to a 
relationship of equals. It would appear that Wolff’s Christina is a follower of 
Naomi Wolf’s theory of “radical heterosexuality,” and opposed to compulsory 
heterosexuality. Wolf’s concept seems to be what Christina desires -- a 
relationship of equals. Wolf speaks of just that in the following:
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We need a heterosexual vision of marriage that gay and lesbian 
activists are seeking: a commitment untainted by centuries of 
inequality; a ritual that invites the community to rejoice in the 
making of a new, freely chosen family. (Wolf 362)
Radical heterosexuality, Naomi Wolf continues, “demands substituting choice 
for dependency” (361). Christina desires to have a relationship with Azzolino 
because it is her choice, not because she depends on him for self-definition or 
support. The love of equals which Christina desires to have with Azzolino 
would be untainted by inequality.
Though Christina seems to make this choice one critic does not believe 
that their relationship is one of choice but states “In so doing [taking part in a 
relationship with Azzolino] she really claims no self-determined identity”
(Perkins 211). Perkins’s interpretation of Christina results in an analysis that 
Christina gives up her ability to choose. I disagree with this interpretation, 
because upon a closer look it is evident that both Christina and Azzolino make 
choices about their potential relationship, and clearly lay out the manner in 
which their relationship will have to be conducted if they choose to continue 
with it:
CHRISTINA: --if we loved--it would be a love of equals--. 
AZZOLINO: I know. (Wolff II-46)
This love of equals which Christina is proposing allows Christina to maintain 
her self-determined identity. The love of equals which Christina is pursuing can 
be described as a radical heterosexual choice, according to Naomi Wolf’s 
theory of radical heterosexuality. Radical heterosexuality is concurrent with 
Rich’s theory, because it removes the presumption of heterosexuality, and
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replaces it with a choice. A heterosexual relationship is a valid independent 
choice because “If it is possible not to choose to be heterosexual -- and most 
radical feminists have argued that it is -- then it is possible to actively choose to 
be heterosexual” (Overall 11). Naomi Wolf continues “the most revolutionary 
choice a woman can make is to affirm other women’s choices, whether lesbian 
or straight, bisexual or celibate” (Wolf 366). In The Abdication Ruth Wolff affirms 
the character of Christina’s choice to share in a heterosexual relationship, while 
at the same time retaining her own personal identity. Thus, in Wolffs play 
Christina attempts to build a romantic relationship of equals, a strong contrast to 
compulsory heterosexuality.
In Gems’s Queen Christina. Christina is confused and unsure how to 
accomplish what she wants, and is at a more tenuous position at the end of the 
drama than Wolff’s Christina. Near the end of Gems’s Queen Christina.
Azzolino tries to politically maneuver Christina to accept the Polish crown, but 
Christina is not interested in political negotiations, governmental business, war, 
and the like. At this point Christina is in a somewhat shaky state of health and 
mind; yet she proceeds to analyze her life’s choices. She even begins to yearn 
for a child of her own. She muses “The smell of ironed clothes . . . linen . . .  lace 
-- Food . . .  baking . . .  And babies -- can that be wrong?” (Gems 44). Christina 
begins to look on the thought of children in an affectionate manner. However, 
she does not find a way to satisfy her desire for children without giving into the 
expectations of heterosexuality, which she has fought against. As the scene 
progresses Christina begins to behave in a slightly frenzied manner:
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She picks up the whip and slashes at him spitefully. He grapples 
for it, then dodges round the table. She chases him, half laughing, 
half crying.. . .
CHRISTINA: I want my children. Where are they . . . where are my 
children. . . ? Where’s my daughter, where’s my son, you’ve 
cheated me, all of you! (Gems 46)
In her desperation Christina seems to be questioning why the paths her life and 
of her struggle with compulsory heterosexuality have ended here.
Gems’s portrayal of Christina in Queen Christina shows a woman who 
struggles against compulsory heterosexuality, but is unable to overcome it in 
order to live her life the way she chooses. Perhaps Christina is caught in the 
middle of compulsory heterosexuality and her own independent ideas, and she 
is unsure where to turn. Mary Remnant says of Christina near the play’s end 
“Too late she realizes what has been stolen from her in a world where intellect 
and courage in a woman matter less than a pretty face” (9). In this quandary 
Christina is left unsatisfied because she has a desire for children, but is not able 
to find a way to quench that desire without conforming to compulsory 
heterosexuality. Rich’s theory of compulsory heterosexuality is implemented by 
other characters to deny Christina choice throughout her life, and in Gems’s 
drama they succeed in doing so.
In summary, both plays include society’s expectations of compulsory 
heterosexuality to engage in a heterosexual union, to marry, and to bear a child, 
which greatly affect the life of Christina. She is socialized by these concepts, 
they are being enforced upon her, and yet she challenges these expectations.
In Ruth Wolff’s text, The Abdication. Christina is able to find a way to function
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outside of the expectations of compulsory heterosexuality, through her “love of 
equals” which she pursues with Azzolino. In Pam Gems’s dramatic version of 
the story of Christina of Sweden, Queen Christina. Christina is left in limbo and 
unable to find a way to function in this life.
Each of these dramatic texts can be viewed via Rich’s theory to have a 
distinct way of critiquing compulsory heterosexuality. In Ruth Wolff’s The 
Abdication, a questioning and confident Christina is siowly and constantly 
pressured by compulsory heterosexual expectations from other characters. As 
Wolff’s Christina challenges compulsory heterosexuality she finds an 
alternative, much like radical heterosexuality, in which she discovers a 
relationship of equals. In Queen Christina Gems presents Christina in a dark, 
harsh light, as Gems’s characters quickly bombard her with expectations of 
compulsory heterosexuality from many different directions. Though Gems’s 
Christina challenges compulsory heterosexuality and does not succumb to its 
expectations, she is put in a situation where she is left desolate and confused 
by the expectations of compulsory heterosexuality.
Rich’s theory of compulsory heterosexuality can be perceived at work, 
not only in the two selected texts used in this study, but in many other texts and 
everyday life as well. Compulsory heterosexuality sheds light on the shadow of 
heterosexual expectations and assumptions, and is a useful tool to discover 
and remove such restrictions.
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